
lsotope Notation Name

Any given element can have more than one isotope. To distinguish between the different isotopes

of an atom, the element is named with its mass number, for example lithium-7. Remember that the

mass numtrer is the number of protons and neutrons. When symbols are used to rcpresent an isotope

the mass number is written next to the symbol on the top left. The atomic number is written on the

bottom left. Recall that the atomic number is the number of protons.

EXAMPLES Mass number

Atomic number
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Answer the following questions about atoms.

1. The identity of an atom is detemrined by the number of
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The particle(s) found inside the nucleus are called:

The nurnber of protons and neutrons combined is called the

ln large atoms the number of protons is

The number of protons is also called the

lsotopes have the same number of _-----_, but different numbers of

The number of orotons founcl in a sull'ur atom is

The number of neulrons found in an aluminum-27 atom is

9. The number of electrons t-ound in a zinc atom is

10. What is the name of the element with 82 protons?

than the number of neutrons.

Give the symbols lor the nuclides described by the following particles. lnclude the
atomic number and the mass number.

11. 92 protons, 145 neutrons

12. 8 protons, i0 neutrons

13. 82 protons, 125 neutrons

14. 80 protons, 1 19 neutrons
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Determine the number ol protons and neutrons lrom the follovuing $ymbols.
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EXAMPLES Mass number

Atomic number

lsotope Notation Name

Any given element can have more than one isotope. To distinguish between the different isotopes

of an aiom, the element is named with its mass number, for example lithium-7. Remember that the

mass numtrer is the number of protons and neutrons. When s),rnbols are used to represent an isotope

the mass number is written next to the symbol on the top left. The atomic number is written on the

bottom left. Recali that the atomic number is the number of protons.

Lithium-7

'rLi ;l'"ffifi,

Answer the following questions about atoms.

1. The identity of an atom is determined by the number.f *JrA+D$ --
The particle(s) found inside the nucleus are called: n Utq l-eo n 5

The number of protons and neutrons combined is called the ff\Q5-3 fiU'ffibCf.

In large atoms the number of protons is nn0 fL than the number of neutrons.

The number of protons is also calied th* atornic nqfy\ber '

Isotopes have the same number of P 
ro[on3 , but different numbers of n<q+roAs.

The number of protons found in a sulfur atom is lb
The number of neutrons found in an aluminum-27 atom is tL+

g. The number of electrons found in a zinc atom is 30 
-.

10. What is the name of the element with 82 protons? \<O-d
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describedbythefollowingparticles'lncludethe
atomic number and the mass number.

11. 92 protons, t+s neutro,rl4l- U

12. 8 protons, 10 neutrons I 'BO

13. 82 protons, 125 neutron. 'L$ Db

14. 80 protons, 119 neutron. ,tt tl H 3

15. 20 protons, 20 neutrons

22ptotons,23 neutrons

18 protons, 22neutrons

25 protons, 32 neutrons
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